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Communique or the meeting 

The Conference of th~ Committee on Disarmament today held its 649th plenary 

meeting in.the Pqlais des Nations, Geneva~ under the chairmanship of 
. ' . . . '·. . .· .. 

H.E. Ambas~ador C. Ene, representative of Romania. 

A statement was made by the repr~sentative of Bulgaria. 

,;rhe next meeting of the Conference -vrill be held on Thursday~ 8 August 1,974, 

at 10.30 a.m. 

·,[' 
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l1Ir. NIKOLOV (Bulgaria)~ It is generally recognized that progress in 
···- -

disarmament is linked >·ri th the:··poiitidi:irclin'late ·arid detente. This has been demonstrated 

once again during tl~e Third Sumini t Meeting in Moscow. The talks bet>reen the 

Secretary-Gener~ of the c~.Srmrninist Party of the Soviet Union, Leonid Brezlmev' and the 

President of the United States, Hicha..Td Ni:xon, resulted both in the conoiusion of 

several agreements in the area of arms limitations and disarm~nent, and in the further 

strengthening and deepEining 6f the process of relaxation of tension in the >·mrld. 

Bearing in mind the })articular role and. responsibilities of the tuo great Po1-rers in 

international relations, these developments should have a positive impact on the vmrk of 

this Committee. vie >vel come the outcome of the recent Moscow meeting as a significant 

achievement in favour of peace and international co-operation. 

Among the subjects dealt 1ri th in Moscow, the prohibition of chemical vreapons is of 

special interest to us all. This question has for quite some time now been rightly in 

the centre of attention of this Committee, and particularly so in the course of its 

recent· informal meetings >vi th the participation of experts, which 1rere of considerable 

use for the clarification of various technical aspects of the prol)lems involved. 

It is well kno1rn that during the Moscow summit meeting the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics and the United States expressed their readiness to consider for submission to 

this Committee a joint initiative in order to bring about the conclusion, as a first 

step,_ of an international convention dealing with the most dangerous lethal means of 

chemical warfare. This important step has no doubt further spotlighted the necessity of 

proceeding toward the examination of this problem with renewed vigour. 

I should like nm·r to melee some comments on this problem on the basis of the 

documents submitted so far before the Committee. As. co-sponsors of the socialist draft 

convention (CCJJ/361), -r.·re continue to favour the comprehensive prohibition of the 

development, production and stockpiling of all chemical weapons and the destruction of 

their existing stockpiles. However, the examination of this problem hitherto has 

clearly indicated that at present the realistic approach to solve it is the gradual one. 

With this in vieif vre e:xpress our full support for the USSR-US agreement in this respect. 

It is from this position that we will try to assess the various proposals and ideas 

which are before us. 

Several delegations have already mentioned some positive features in the draft 

convention presented by Japan (CCD/420). We think that the main characteristic of this 

document is the effort at making the phased approach compatible with the comprehensive 

one by placing some initial measures of a partial nature within the broader frame'lvork of 
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(yrr ._]'Jikolov ~ Bulgar!.§) 

an advanced commitment for a_c?mprehensive ban. However, as other delegations have 

already pointed out~ the Japanese draft leaves open the main question of _1vhich are the 

chemical agents· to' pc :prohibited from the beginning. 

Some delegations maintain that the initial scope of the future convention should 

depend on the f,?uccessful solution of the problems .dea+ing with. verification. Proceeding. 

fi"om this prenri,se some representatives have suggested that .we ,may have to limit 
'·.; . 

ourselves first to the prohibition of just one class of agents -- the super--toxic 

organophosphorus compounds -- or maybe t1.-ro classes, those and the nrustarti-tYI>E? ~ents. 

Others believe that the phasing of the prohibition should not be based on excluded 

agents but rather on excluded activities. 
' ,· . . 

We do not share the view that verification should be given priority over scope, and 
' . 1.' 

ov'm less the vievr that scope should be made de1pendent upon verification. \rle think that 
; ·. . ~ . . . 

-~he question of the ban on certain chemical-weapon agents is of a political riature a11d 

cans for a political decision. Efforts should. be directed first at findi~1g out 1-rhich 

ar) the agents to be prohibited on their own merits~ and then at trying to devise 

s~itable methods of control and verification. Given good will on all sides? a solution· 

"c0 this problem will be found. 

During the unofficial meetings the question of the methods and criteria for defining 

the scope of the prohibition -vras -vridely discussed. The examination of this problem 

r2.:U'firmed our belief that the best solution continues to be the ":purpose criterion" 

embodied in article l of both the socialis~ and. the Japanese draft conventions. As 

cl:Lfferent from other. me.:thods, this one, solves all problems connected iri th the necessity 

of covering such agents as _the_ binary weapons, other classes of agents to be discovered 
' 

j_n the future, e.to. We share the vievl that the "purpose criterion" in combination with 

some other methods,. like the one bas.ed on general to:xici ty, may be successfully applied 

1)oth to a comprehensive and to a .Phased prohibition. 

The Bulgarian delegation d,oes not underestimate thE) difficulty of the verification 

problem. HOivever, 'I.·Te consider that a foolproof internati.pnal control system for 

verifying a. chemical-;,Ieapons ban, as advocated by some. delegations, is not feasible in 

p·actice for_ various reasons already indicated during the unofficial meetings a;nd. on 
I 

ether occasions. ·We aJ.~e of the opinion that the. system of strict national control 

f:lupplemented by certain international procedures se.t forth in the _joint paper .of the 

(Jocialist countries (CCD/403) provio.es a reasonable assurance of compliance and 

continues 'lip hold out the best hope, for an adequate solution to the . verification . ··.; . 

problem. We consider that this is true in the case both of a comprehensive ban and of 

· o.. p~ased one. 
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(Mr. Hikolov, Bulga:da) 

An essential element in the discussion of any draft convention dealing with the 

banning of chemical ,,reapons is provided by the 1925 Geneva Protocol for the prohibition 

of the use in war of chemical and bacteriological methods of •·mrfare. (A/7575/Rev .1, 

Annex VI). In the case of a comprehensive bru1 as envisaged in the socialist document, 

the integration of the Geneva Protocol within the overall system does not pose any 

difficult problem. If all States concerned would adhere to a convention of the type 

sponsored by the. socialist countries, then the question of whether or not these same 

States are parties to the Geneva Protocol becomes more or less academic. It is so 

because, if all chemical vreapons were to be destroyed and p.o nevr ones >vere to be 

manufactured, then at a certain moment there would be no such vreapons left to be used. 

However, the case is not quite the same Within the context of the gradual .approach 

adopted in the Japanese draft. The difficulties inherent in the present situation where · 

some States are and some others are not parties to the Geneva Protocol. are ·even further 

compounded in the document presented by·Japan, in that it allows for some States to 

submit to a total ban from the very beginning whereas others may opt for the ·gradual 

alternative. 

These aspects, of course, deserve closer scrutiny. But, quite apart from all this, 

the question of universal formal adherence to the Geneva Protocol has an importance of 

its ovm, as is proved by the recurrent .resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly 

on this matter. With this in view my delegation joins again all the other delegations 

·which on more than one occasion have urged the United States and some other countries to 

become parties to the Geneva Protocol. Such a manifestation of political good vall 

would bring a new important positive element into the negotiations. 

In addition to these remarks I would like to stress once again that it remains our 

considered view that political determination and readiness by all negotiating parties to -

accept the prohibition of chemical-warfare agents is an absolutely necessary .. 

prerequisite for reaching an agreement on this complex matter. 

One of the main results of the Moscow summit meeting was the conclusion of the 

threshold underground nuclear-weapon test-ban Treaty. "vle believe that this Treaty, 

whose provisions, according to a pledge by the United Kingdom Government, are to be 

heeded also by the United Iungdom, would facilitate the achievement of a comprehensive 

test ban. The fact is to be welcomed in this respect, that in the Joint Communique the 

·two sides, the Union of Soviet· Socialist Repuclics and the United States, have declared 

themselves in favour of a compl~te discontinuance of all nuclear tests for military 

purposes, and the ne11 Treaty itself provides for continuing the negotiations to this end. 
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(!I;r_. Nikolov 9 Bulgaria) 

Of course~ no.one c·ould mirD:mize the magnitude.Pf ~he obstacles vrhich·ar~ to be 

surm<;mnted ,in order t9 achieve the. cessation of. all nuclear tests in all envirC?nrneJ?.ts by. 
-. ·' ':,. . 

are all. aware of the difficul tie.s deriving 
\ 

all 1;1uclear-weapon Powers .... For instance, we 
•·· . . ·- ' ,, . I 

from the attitude of some ·nuclear-weapon Poi¥ers tpvrards the ver</ idea of a total test 

ban, and even towards ;tl~e ~oscow test-ban Treaty of 1963. Maybe there are s.:i.€rJ.S of some 

hopeful developlllents in prospect in that the French Government has made J:..nown its· .. 

intention to stop testing nuclear weapons in the atmosphere.from next falL Will then 

the People's Republic of China remain the-only State to continue its atmospheric nuclear 

explosions in defiance of world public .. opinion? . 

The urgency of the whole problem is also unde.rlined by the .fact that 't·re are now 

engaged in the preparation for next year's Review Qonference on the Hon-Prqli:feration 

Treaty, whose· preamble stipulate~ that States Parties. to .. the Treaty shall.seek to achieve 

the discontin~ance of all test explosions of nuclear weapons for all time. Not only the 

functioning ~f the NPT but actually its very·. concept is being novr ~ut to the .. test.; and 

all ·governments, of parties and. non-partie~ . alike, . are: called upon to define their· 

positions towards it in the light of the c~anging circumstances.' 

The People's Republic of Bulgaria, for its part, continues to adhere to the 

principles underlying the llPT •. The ... world .... would .. b.e .. ,a .safer .. ;place to live in if the number 

of countries possessing nuclear weapons were not increased. In our view it is essential 

that, in the months to come, governments should make all possible efforts to contribute 

to the reaffirmation of the basic aims of the NPT and to its strengthening. It is our 

hope that States which have not yet adhered to the Treaty, and in particular the near

nuclear States, will join the other participants. 

Another issue >·rhich is certain to become urgent in the immediate future is the 

further demilitarization of the sea-bed. In the course of the last and the present 

sessions of the CCD, several delegations have rightly draWn. our attention to the fact 

that in 1977 a conference is to l)e held for the purpose of revie,ving the operation of 

the Sea-Bed Treaty (ENDC/240). The People's Republic of Bulgaria has ·on-many occasions 

expressed its full support for measures aimed at the complete demilitarization of the 

sea-bed, as envisaged in the draft treaty submitted by the USSR in 1969 (CCD/269/Rev.3). 

We share the vievr that the time has come for the implementation of the undertakir;g 

assumed by States Parties to the Treaty to continue the negotiations on further measures 

in this important area. 
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(Nr. Nikolov, :Bulgaria) 

The possibilities1 of reducing and removing the dangers· inherent in the use of the 

seas for military purposes are far from being exhausted. We note in this respect with 

interest that recently the Soviet Union has made a new proposal aimed at the withdrawal 

from the Mediterranean of all Soviet and American ships a..11d submarines carrying nuclear 

weapons. We believe that measures of this kind would serve the interests of all 

countries in the area, including my own 9 and would contribute to the strengthening of 

peace and security throughout· the world~ 

I would like at the end of my statement to express once again the support of the 

Bulgarian delegation for the enlargement of the present membership of the CCD.· We are 

of the opinion that the addition of the German Democratic Republic and the Federal 

Republic of Germany, as i·rell ·as of a few countries in other geographical areas, would 

no doubt strengthen the representative character of this body. At the same time vTe 

continue to hold the vievr that the increase in membership should be brought about in such 

a way as not to impair the present balance in the Committee and its effectiveness as a 

negotiating body. With this in view we are looking forward to the successful completion 

of the current negotiations for the enlargement of the CCD. 

The meeting rose at 11.00 a.m. 


